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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minggu</th>
<th>Tajuk</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1      | 1.0 Introduction to Marketing Research  
|        | 1.1 Concept, Role and Scope of Marketing Research  
|        | 1.2 Factors Affecting Research Decision  | Self-reading |
| 2      | 1.3 Marketing Research Process  
|        | 1.4 Problem Formulation and Determining Research Objectives  | Lecture/SCL  
|        |                        | Self-reading |
| 2/3    | 2.0 Research Design  
|        | 2.1 Types of Research Design  
|        | 2.2 Exploratory, Descriptive, and Causal Research.  
|        | 2.3 Research Proposal  | Lecture/SCL  
|        |                        | Self-reading |
| 3/6    | 3.0 Data Collection Methods  
|        | 3.1 Qualitative versus Quantitative  
|        | 3.2 Secondary Data and Marketing Research  
|        | 3.3 Collecting Primary Data  
|        | 3.4 Collecting Data: Survey  
|        | 3.5 Collecting Data: Observation  
|        | 3.6 Collecting Data: Experimentation  | Lecture/SCL  
|        |                        | Self-reading |
| 7/8    | 4.0 Data Collection Forms  
|        | 4.1 Basics of Scaling  
|        | 4.2 Measuring Attitude, Perception, and Preferences  
|        | 4.3 Designing the Questionnaire or Observation Forms  | Lecture/SCL  
|        |                        | Self-reading |
| 9      | 5.0 Sampling Procedures  
|        | 5.1 Sampling: Basics and Types of Sampling  
|        | 5.2 Sample Size, Sampling Unit, Sampling Frame  
|        | 5.3 Fieldwork  | Lecture/SCL  
|        |                        | Self-reading |
| 11/13  | 6.0 Data Analysis  
|        | 6.1 Preparing, Processing, and Summarizing the Data  
|        | 6.2 Basic Statistical Techniques – Frequency Distribution, etc.  
|        | 6.3 Hypothesis Testing, Relationship, and Analysis of Variance  
|        | 6.4 Correlation and Regression  
|        | 6.5 Multivariate Analysis  | Lecture/SCL  
|        |                        | Self-reading |
7.0 Reporting the Research Findings

7.1 Preparing and presenting the research Findings
7.2 Applications of Marketing Research
7.3 Ethical issues in Marketing Research.
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